
Week of September 29 - 
October 5 
1 Chronicles 29:10-19 
Prayer Guide 

*This week’s prayer time should be done at the end.* This is a very focused prayer time to deal with the 
specifics of the passage covered. We want to create a communal prayer experience so here are a few 
guidelines to give to the group:

1. Keep a “self-timer” in your head of about 10 seconds so no one person takes us most of the prayer 

time

2. Pray as many times as you would like. Just keep it within the 10 second range.

3. Keep your prayers focused on the topic being facilitated


As the leader, facilitate through the following prayer topics:

- Give thanks for the ways God has blessed us materially, specifically here in our specific time and 

place

- Ask God to reveal the ways we are treasuring money and possessions over Him

- Confess the ways we have been greedy and self centered with money

- Ask that we would be joyful and willing in our giving

- Thank Jesus that “though He was rich, for our sake He became poor”


Discover 

"Compared with their grandparents, today's young adults have grown up with much more money, slightly 
less happiness and much greater risk of depression and assorted social pathology," David G. Myers, wrote 
in an American Psychologist article. "Our becoming much better off over the last four decades has not 
been accompanied by one iota of increased subjective well-being." 

Why do you think more money doesn’t equal more happiness? 

We find ourselves living in a culture of excess.  Though our society has it’s very real economic problems, 
we can look around and see that we live in the midst of an abundance.  According to World Vision, 736 
million people in the world live in extreme poverty, surviving on less than $1.90 a day.


So we see two truths here: 1. More money doesn’t equal more happiness.  2. We have an abundance of 
wealth when compared to hundreds of millions of people in the world.


 It’s tempting to hear those two truths and experience waves of guilt or to demonize wealth and 
possessions altogether.  Why should we have so much when so many have nothing?  Why even try to 
acquire more money if we know it doesn’t cause us to be happier? But if God really is sovereign, could it 
be that you and I have been placed in this position intentionally?  In our passage today, we will see that 
not only do wealth and honor belong to God, but that He actually distributes those to whom He will. And 
since God owns everything and has blessed us in specific ways, He expects a certain response. 


READ 1 CHRONICLES 29:1-19 

Discuss 

http://www.apa.org/monitor/jun04/discontents.aspx
http://www.apa.org/monitor/jun04/discontents.aspx
http://povertydata.worldbank.org/poverty/home/
http://povertydata.worldbank.org/poverty/home/


1. To whom does “everything on earth” belong?  V.11, V.14 
2. How did the Israelites acquire their wealth? V. 16 
3. How does the claim that God owns and distributes everything impact the view we have of our money 

and possessions? 
4. How does that truth attack our pride?   
5. How does that truth empower us to give generously?  

In this passage, God reveals to us through David’s prayer that “everything in the heavens and on earth” 
belongs to God. The people give out of an understanding that everything they give is God’s in the first 
place.  David also expresses the idea that God has specifically given them this wealth. These two facts 
lead them to give with certain attitudes.


6. What words and phrases are used to describe David’s and the people’s attitude toward giving? V.2-3, 
V.6, V.9, V.17 
7.  How does that description challenge your attitude towards giving? 

David and the Israelites not only give, but they give “willingly” and “joyfully.”  David says it is out of his 
“delight in the house of God” that he gave his personal treasures.  As we look inwardly at ourselves and 
at our churches, we need to ask ourselves if we give in the same way - willingly, joyfully, and out of 
delight.  


We are sinful people, and our motives will not always be what they should be.  There is a place for giving 
to the church and to missions and to urgent needs out of obedience to Christ, whether we feel like it in 
the moment or not.  Our challenge is to pursue proper, Spirit given motivation and attitudes as we seek 
to obey Jesus in this area no matter how we feel. 


So how can we kindle this desire, this willingness to give, when it’s non-existent?  By looking at the work 
of Jesus in the gospel. 


Read 2 Corinthians 8:9 

7. How would you put this verse into your own words? 
8. Jesus gave up His wealth for our spiritual benefit.  How does that motivate you to give to others? 

It would have been within Jesus’ rights to leave us in our hopeless spiritual condition.  Instead, He left 
the comforts of heaven and the Father’s side to experience fallen humanity.  Because He gave up not 
only His status and His comforts but ultimately His own life, we will live and reign with Him for all eternity.  


In the end, we see that not only does God own everything, motivating us to be more generous, but 
Jesus gave up everything He had to save us from our sin, even furthering our motivation to give.  We 
own nothing, and the one who does own everything willingly gave it up for our benefit.  Not only that, but 
God is sovereignly distributing wealth to individuals with the desire that they would use that wealth for 
His glory.  These truths should drastically shape the way we approach giving. 


9. What are some specific ways we could begin to be more generous as individuals?  
10. What are some specific ways we could begin to be more generous as a missional family? 

Do 

Challenge people to do three things.  First, challenge them to pray daily this week for right 
attitudes in giving.  Second, ask them to pray that God would lead them to give a one time gift 
in one of the following areas: the local church, missions, or a case of physical need.  Lastly, ask 
them to consider increasing the amount they are giving monthly in one of these areas. 
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